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DefinitionDefinition

“A “A databasedatabase that has active that has active crosscross--
referencesreferences and allows the reader to and allows the reader to 
‘‘jumpjump’ to other parts of the database as ’ to other parts of the database as 
desired”desired”
–– SchneidermanSchneiderman, 1989, 1989
Parts of the database called Parts of the database called nodesnodes
CrossCross--references are called references are called linkslinks
Links tied to a specific point in Links tied to a specific point in 
document, called an document, called an anchoranchor
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DefinitionDefinition
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DefinitionDefinition

A link connects two nodes and is A link connects two nodes and is 
normally directednormally directed
–– Source nodeSource node
–– Destination nodeDestination node
–– Normally associated with specific part of Normally associated with specific part of 

source nodesource node
AnchorAnchor

–– Sometimes destination is part of a nodeSometimes destination is part of a node
Source anchorSource anchor
Destination anchorDestination anchor
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DefinitionDefinition

Most hypertext facilities have a Most hypertext facilities have a 
backtrack facilitybacktrack facility
Loops are possibleLoops are possible
Some hypertext systems give an Some hypertext systems give an 
indication that a link leads to an already indication that a link leads to an already 
visited nodevisited node
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DefinitionDefinition

Nodes + Links =Nodes + Links = HyperdocumentHyperdocument
–– Information contentInformation content

Hypertext systemHypertext system
–– Software which lets one read and writeSoftware which lets one read and write

hyperdocumenthyperdocument

HypertextHypertext
–– A hypertext system containing aA hypertext system containing a

hyperdocumenthyperdocument
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions

FirstFirst
–– “Hypertext, or non“Hypertext, or non--sequential writing with sequential writing with 

free user movement along links, is a simple free user movement along links, is a simple 
and obvious idea. It is merely theand obvious idea. It is merely the
electronificationelectronification of literary connections as of literary connections as 
we already know them”we already know them”
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions

SecondSecond
–– “We can define hypertext as the use of the “We can define hypertext as the use of the 

computer to transcend the linear, bounded computer to transcend the linear, bounded 
and fixed qualities of the traditional written and fixed qualities of the traditional written 
text”text”
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions

ThirdThird
–– “Mechanisms are being devised which “Mechanisms are being devised which 

allow direct machineallow direct machine--supported references supported references 
from one textual chunk to another; new from one textual chunk to another; new 
interfaces provide the user with the ability interfaces provide the user with the ability 
to interact directly with these chunks and to interact directly with these chunks and 
to establish new relationships between to establish new relationships between 
them. These extensions of the traditional them. These extensions of the traditional 
text fall under the general category of text fall under the general category of 
hypertext.”hypertext.”
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions
FourthFourth
–– “Hypertext, at its most basic level, is a “Hypertext, at its most basic level, is a 

DBMS that lets you connect screens of DBMS that lets you connect screens of 
information using associative links. At its information using associative links. At its 
most sophisticated level, hypertext is a most sophisticated level, hypertext is a 
software environment for collaborative software environment for collaborative 
work, communication, and knowledge work, communication, and knowledge 
acquisition. Hypertext products mimic the acquisition. Hypertext products mimic the 
brain’s ability to store and retrieve brain’s ability to store and retrieve 
information by referential links for quick information by referential links for quick 
and intuitive access.”and intuitive access.”
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions
FifthFifth
–– “Hypermedia is Theodore Nelson’s term for “Hypermedia is Theodore Nelson’s term for 

computercomputer--mediated storage and retrieval mediated storage and retrieval 
of information in aof information in a nonsequentialnonsequential fashion. fashion. 
An extension of Nelson’s earlier coinage, An extension of Nelson’s earlier coinage, 
“hypertext” (for non“hypertext” (for non--sequential writing), sequential writing), 
hypermedia implies linking and navigation hypermedia implies linking and navigation 
through material stored in many media: through material stored in many media: 
text, graphics, sound, music, video, etc. text, graphics, sound, music, video, etc. 
But the ability to move through textual But the ability to move through textual 
information and images is only half the information and images is only half the 
system: a true hypermedia environment system: a true hypermedia environment 
also includes tools that enable readers to also includes tools that enable readers to 
rearrange the material.”rearrange the material.”
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions

FirstFirst
–– Ted Nelson, Ted Nelson, All or One and One for All, All or One and One for All, in in Hypertext ‘87 Hypertext ‘87 

Papers, Papers, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina,Carolina, pppp. v. v--viivii

SecondSecond
–– G.P.G.P. LandowLandow and P.and P. DelanyDelany, , Hypertext, Hypermedia and Hypertext, Hypermedia and 

Literary Studies: The State of the Art Literary Studies: The State of the Art in P.in P. DelanyDelany and G.P.and G.P.
LandowLandow ((EdsEds.) .) Hypermedia and Literary Studies, Hypermedia and Literary Studies, MIT Press, MIT Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts,Cambridge, Massachusetts, pppp. 3. 3--50, 199150, 1991
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Other DefinitionsOther Definitions

ThirdThird
–– JeffJeff ConklinConklin, , Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey, Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey, IEEE IEEE 

Computer, Volume 20, Number 9 (1987),Computer, Volume 20, Number 9 (1987), pppp. 17. 17--4141

FourthFourth
–– J.J. FiderioFiderio, , A Grand Vision, A Grand Vision, Byte Magazine, Volume 13, Byte Magazine, Volume 13, 

Number 10 (October 1988),Number 10 (October 1988), pppp. 237. 237--244244

FifthFifth
–– J.J. McDaidMcDaid, , Breaking Frames: HyperBreaking Frames: Hyper--Mass Media Mass Media in E.in E. BerkBerk

and J. Devlin (and J. Devlin (EdsEds.), .), Hypertext/Hypermedia Handbook, Hypertext/Hypermedia Handbook, 
McGraw Hill Publishing Company, New York,McGraw Hill Publishing Company, New York, pppp. 445. 445--458458
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HistoryHistory

15881588
–– Book Book Le diverse et Le diverse et artificiose artificiose machine machine del del 

Capitano Agostino RamelliCapitano Agostino Ramelli
The Various and Artful Machines of Captain The Various and Artful Machines of Captain 
AgostinoAgostino
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HistoryHistory

19451945
–– VannevarVannevar Bush proposesBush proposes MemexMemex in the in the 

article “As We May Think”article “As We May Think”
Memory extenderMemory extender

–– Never implementedNever implemented
–– Mechanized device which would enable Mechanized device which would enable 

user to view all sorts of written material user to view all sorts of written material 
and organize it arbitrarily, adding and organize it arbitrarily, adding 
annotations and linksannotations and links
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HistoryHistory

19451945
–– Bush invented MIT differential analyzer in Bush invented MIT differential analyzer in 

19311931
–– Bush knew computers as large and costlyBush knew computers as large and costly

MemexMemex couldn’t be implemented using couldn’t be implemented using 
computerscomputers

–– MemexMemex would store all information on would store all information on 
microfilm, kept in one’s deskmicrofilm, kept in one’s desk
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HistoryHistory

19451945
–– Desk would have several microfilm Desk would have several microfilm 

projectors, enabling user to view several projectors, enabling user to view several 
documents at oncedocuments at once

User would add annotations in margin and they User would add annotations in margin and they 
would be scanned into systemwould be scanned into system
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HistoryHistory

19451945
–– Ability to create links between items or Ability to create links between items or 

documentsdocuments
Combining links into Combining links into trailstrails of information of information 
relevant to given topicsrelevant to given topics

–– Building trails would be a new profession, Building trails would be a new profession, 
the the trail blazertrail blazer

Trails would be sharedTrails would be shared
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HistoryHistory

19651965
–– Ted Nelson introducesTed Nelson introduces XanaduXanadu and coins and coins 

the term ‘hypertext’the term ‘hypertext’
–– A repository for everything ever writtenA repository for everything ever written
–– Announced its release in 1976, 1988, 1991, Announced its release in 1976, 1988, 1991, 

19951995
Byte magazine’s first example of Byte magazine’s first example of vaporwarevaporware
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HistoryHistory

19651965
–– UserUser--interface (frontinterface (front--end) versus database end) versus database 

(back(back--end)end)
BackBack--end available in UNIXend available in UNIX
Simple frontSimple front--end available for Sun end available for Sun 
workstationsworkstations\\
Work originated at Brown University, but later Work originated at Brown University, but later 
supported bysupported by AutodeskAutodesk CompanyCompany
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HistoryHistory

19651965
–– Possible to address anyPossible to address any substringsubstring of any of any 

document from any other locationdocument from any other location
Every byte in every document needs its own Every byte in every document needs its own 
addressaddress

–– Text is never deletedText is never deleted
All versions can be generated from latest All versions can be generated from latest 
versionversion

–– Author of every document is known and Author of every document is known and 
s/he gets royalties based on how many s/he gets royalties based on how many 
people read how many bytes of author’s people read how many bytes of author’s 
workwork
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HistoryHistory

19671967
–– AndriesAndries van Dam develops the van Dam develops the Hypertext Hypertext 

Editing System Editing System at Brown Universityat Brown University
–– Ran in 128K on an IBM/360 mainframeRan in 128K on an IBM/360 mainframe
–– Supported by IBM, who sold to the Supported by IBM, who sold to the 

Houston Manned Spacecraft CenterHouston Manned Spacecraft Center
Used to produce documentation for the Apollo Used to produce documentation for the Apollo 
space programspace program
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HistoryHistory

19681968
–– van Dam develops van Dam develops FRESSFRESS, File Retrieval , File Retrieval 

and Editing Systemand Editing System
Timeshared version of previous systemTimeshared version of previous system
Commercially available by PhilipsCommercially available by Philips
Used by faculty and students for many yearsUsed by faculty and students for many years
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HistoryHistory

19681968
–– DougDoug EngelbartEngelbart of SRI developed of SRI developed NLSNLS, On , On 

Line SystemLine System
To store plans, designs, programs, To store plans, designs, programs, 
documentation, reportsdocumentation, reports
Invented mouseInvented mouse
System had video projectors and miceSystem had video projectors and mice
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HistoryHistory

19751975
–– Group atGroup at CarnegieCarnegie--MellonMellon University University 

developed ZOGdeveloped ZOG
–– FrameFrame

Segment of ZOG databaseSegment of ZOG database
Consisted of title, description, ZOG commands, Consisted of title, description, ZOG commands, 
and set of menu items leading to other framesand set of menu items leading to other frames

–– Mainly hierarchical with some crossMainly hierarchical with some cross--referencesreferences

–– In 1982, ZOG was installed on U.S. aircraft In 1982, ZOG was installed on U.S. aircraft 
carrier to manage onboard informationcarrier to manage onboard information
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HistoryHistory

19781978
–– AndrewAndrew LippmanLippman of MIT Architecture of MIT Architecture 

Machine Group (now part of Media Lab) Machine Group (now part of Media Lab) 
developed developed Aspen Movie MapAspen Movie Map

Simulated ride through Aspen, ColoradoSimulated ride through Aspen, Colorado

–– Videodisks containing photographs of all Videodisks containing photographs of all 
streets of Aspenstreets of Aspen

4 cameras, each pointed in different direction, 4 cameras, each pointed in different direction, 
mounted on a truckmounted on a truck
Photos taken every 3 metersPhotos taken every 3 meters
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HistoryHistory

19781978
–– Each photo linked to others which Each photo linked to others which 

supported user movement of straight supported user movement of straight 
ahead, backing up, moving left or rightahead, backing up, moving left or right

–– User could enter buildingsUser could enter buildings
–– System used 2 screensSystem used 2 screens

One for videoOne for video
One for mapOne for map

–– Could point to map and jump directly there Could point to map and jump directly there 
with videowith video
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HistoryHistory

19821982
–– Janet Walker ofJanet Walker of SymbolicsSymbolics devised the devised the 

Symbolic Document EditorSymbolic Document Editor, the first , the first 
hypertext system widely usedhypertext system widely used

–– 8,000 page document represented by a 8,000 page document represented by a 
10,000 node10,000 node hyperdocumenthyperdocument containing containing 
23,000 links23,000 links

10 Mbytes of storage10 Mbytes of storage
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HistoryHistory

19821982
–– Authoring tool was separated from user Authoring tool was separated from user 

interfaceinterface
ConcordiaConcordia

–– StructureStructure--oriented editororiented editor
–– Templates for nodes with fields for standard Templates for nodes with fields for standard 

informationinformation
Hidden fields for authorization informationHidden fields for authorization information

–– Used a generic markUsed a generic mark--up language, like SGML, to up language, like SGML, to 
separate structure from appearanceseparate structure from appearance

–– Concept of Concept of bookmarksbookmarks
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HistoryHistory
19851985
–– NoteCardsNoteCards by Frankby Frank HalaszHalasz from Xerox from Xerox 

PARCPARC
InterLispInterLisp programming environmentprogramming environment
Each node is a singleEach node is a single notecardnotecard

–– ScrollingScrolling

Destination node of a link can be displayed in a Destination node of a link can be displayed in a 
new windownew window
Over 50 specialized types of cardsOver 50 specialized types of cards

–– Browser card shows graphical overview ofBrowser card shows graphical overview of
hyperdocumenthyperdocument

–– FileBoxesFileBoxes are special cards and can contain bothare special cards and can contain both
FileBoxesFileBoxes and otherand other notecardsnotecards
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HistoryHistory

19851985
–– IntermediaIntermedia by van Dam at Brown by van Dam at Brown 

UniversityUniversity
Scrolling window model for nodeScrolling window model for node
Links connect anchors, not nodesLinks connect anchors, not nodes

–– BidirectionalBidirectional
–– When following link, destination node scrolled so When following link, destination node scrolled so 

that destination anchor is visiblethat destination anchor is visible
–– Other applications can be integrated into linksOther applications can be integrated into links
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HistoryHistory

19851985
–– IntermediaIntermedia by van Dam at Brown by van Dam at Brown 

UniversityUniversity
Overview nodesOverview nodes

–– DisplayDisplay hyperdocumenthyperdocument structure structure 
–– Manually constructed using a drawing packageManually constructed using a drawing package

Web viewWeb view
–– Graphical overview of link structureGraphical overview of link structure
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HistoryHistory

19861986
–– Office WorkstationsOffice Workstations LtdLtd. (OWL) in England . (OWL) in England 

developed a version of developed a version of GuideGuide for the for the 
MacintoshMacintosh

Originally research project at University of KentOriginally research project at University of Kent
Now owned by MatsushitaNow owned by Matsushita
First popular commercial generalFirst popular commercial general--purpose purpose 
hypertext systemhypertext system
LinkLink--mechanism usually based on mechanism usually based on replacement, replacement, 
not not paginationpagination

–– Jumps Jumps are based on paginationare based on pagination
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HistoryHistory
19861986
–– Office WorkstationsOffice Workstations LtdLtd. (OWL) in England . (OWL) in England 

developed a version of developed a version of GuideGuide for the for the 
MacintoshMacintosh

PaginationPagination
–– Currently displayed node replaced by destination of Currently displayed node replaced by destination of 

linklink
ReplacementReplacement

–– When following link, anchor of link is replaced by When following link, anchor of link is replaced by 
contents of destination nodecontents of destination node

–– One can close destination nodeOne can close destination node
Replaced again by anchor textReplaced again by anchor text

–– HyperdocumentHyperdocument structure must be hierarchicalstructure must be hierarchical
PopPop--upsups for small annotationsfor small annotations
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HistoryHistory

19871987
–– Apple introduced HyperCardApple introduced HyperCard

Node object is the Node object is the cardcard
Collection of cards called a stackCollection of cards called a stack
Each card has a button to go to previous and Each card has a button to go to previous and 
next cardsnext cards
Fields on card can be invisibleFields on card can be invisible
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HistoryHistory

19871987
–– Apple introduced HyperCardApple introduced HyperCard

Can have buttons on screen associated withCan have buttons on screen associated with
HyperTalkHyperTalk programprogram

–– In most cases, will consist of simpleIn most cases, will consist of simple gotogoto statementstatement

HyperTalkHyperTalk targeted for prototyping GUI’s, not targeted for prototyping GUI’s, not 
hypertexthypertext

–– First ACM Conference on HypertextFirst ACM Conference on Hypertext
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ArchitectureArchitecture

Presentation levelPresentation level
–– User interfaceUser interface

Hypertext Abstract MachineHypertext Abstract Machine
–– Nodes and linksNodes and links

Database levelDatabase level
–– Storage and network accessStorage and network access
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ArchitectureArchitecture

Reference modelsReference models
–– Hypertext Abstract Machine (HAM)Hypertext Abstract Machine (HAM)

B. Campbell and J.M. Goodman, ‘HAM: A B. Campbell and J.M. Goodman, ‘HAM: A 
General Purpose Hypertext Abstract Machine,’General Purpose Hypertext Abstract Machine,’
CACM,CACM, Volume 31, Number 7 (1988),Volume 31, Number 7 (1988), pppp. 856. 856--
861861

–– TrellisTrellis
P.D.P.D. StottsStotts and R.and R. FurutaFuruta, , ‘‘PetriPetri--NetNet--Based Based 
Hypertext: Document Structure with Browsing Hypertext: Document Structure with Browsing 
Semantics,’Semantics,’ ACM Transactions on Information ACM Transactions on Information 
Systems,Systems, Volume 7, Number 1 (1989),Volume 7, Number 1 (1989), pppp. 3. 3--2929
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ArchitectureArchitecture
Reference modelsReference models
–– DexterDexter

F.F. HalaszHalasz and M. Schwartz, ‘The Dexter and M. Schwartz, ‘The Dexter 
Hypertext Reference Model,’Hypertext Reference Model,’ NIST Hypertext NIST Hypertext 
Standardization Workshop,Standardization Workshop, February 1990,February 1990, pppp. . 
9494--133133
Written in ZWritten in Z

–– Formal model of B. LangeFormal model of B. Lange
D.B. Lange, ‘A Formal Model of Hypertext,’ D.B. Lange, ‘A Formal Model of Hypertext,’ 
NIST Hypertext Standardization Workshop, NIST Hypertext Standardization Workshop, 
February 1990,February 1990, pppp. 145. 145--166166
Written in the specification language VDMWritten in the specification language VDM
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ArchitectureArchitecture

Reference modelsReference models
–– Tower modelTower model

P. De Bra, G.J.P. De Bra, G.J. HoubenHouben, and Y., and Y. KornatzkyKornatzky, ‘An , ‘An 
Extensible Data Model forExtensible Data Model for HyperdocumentsHyperdocuments,’ ,’ 
Proceedings of the Fourth ACM Conference on Proceedings of the Fourth ACM Conference on 
Hypertext, Hypertext, Milan, Italy, December 1992,Milan, Italy, December 1992, pppp. . 
222222--231231
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NavigationNavigation

BookBook
–– You can flip pages and read material in any You can flip pages and read material in any 

order you likeorder you like
–– You always know where you areYou always know where you are
–– Author assumes you have read preceding Author assumes you have read preceding 

pages for understandingpages for understanding
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NavigationNavigation

HypertextHypertext
–– You should be able to follow links and You should be able to follow links and 

never encounter information that relies on never encounter information that relies on 
information you haven’t readinformation you haven’t read
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NavigationNavigation

Users of a hypertext may become Users of a hypertext may become 
disorienteddisoriented
–– Easy to get lostEasy to get lost
–– Even in small documents, users experience Even in small documents, users experience 

the ‘lost inthe ‘lost in hyperspace’hyperspace’ phenomenonphenomenon
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NavigationNavigation

Navigation of the user through aNavigation of the user through a
hyperdocumenthyperdocument is influenced byis influenced by
–– HyperdocumentHyperdocument structurestructure
–– Navigation aids provided by hypertext Navigation aids provided by hypertext 

systemsystem
–– Browsing strategy employed by userBrowsing strategy employed by user
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NavigationNavigation

Lost in Lost in hyperspacehyperspace
–– An interesting node may be hard to find An interesting node may be hard to find 

again in the futureagain in the future
BookmarksBookmarks
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NavigationNavigation

Lost in Lost in hyperspacehyperspace
–– While browsing, you get confused about While browsing, you get confused about 

where you arewhere you are
No directions inNo directions in hyperspacehyperspace
FishFish--eye viewseye views

–– Shows only a limited part of aShows only a limited part of a hyperdocumenthyperdocument in in 
detaildetail

BirdsBirds--eye viewseye views
–– Detailed mapsDetailed maps
–– May be too large to view at one timeMay be too large to view at one time
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Browsing through hypertext versus Browsing through hypertext versus 
exploring a cityexploring a city
–– Grid patterns make life easierGrid patterns make life easier
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

HierarchiesHierarchies
–– Hierarchical structure ofHierarchical structure of hyperdocumenthyperdocument

can be compared to grid structure of a citycan be compared to grid structure of a city
–– Exceptions to the hierarchy, the crossExceptions to the hierarchy, the cross--

reference links, can be compared to nonreference links, can be compared to non--
grid exceptions in city geography, such as grid exceptions in city geography, such as 
Broadway in ManhattanBroadway in Manhattan
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– In order to view aIn order to view a hyperdocumenthyperdocument like a like a 

book with chapters, sections, subsections, book with chapters, sections, subsections, 
etc., a hierarchical structure must be foundetc., a hierarchical structure must be found

The root must be identifiedThe root must be identified
Hierarchical and crossHierarchical and cross--reference links must be reference links must be 
distinguisheddistinguished
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Root (central node)Root (central node)

Every, or almost every, node must be Every, or almost every, node must be 
reachable from the rootreachable from the root
Distance from root to any other node should Distance from root to any other node should 
not be too largenot be too large
Root should have a ‘reasonable’ number of Root should have a ‘reasonable’ number of 
childrenchildren
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Distance matrix D = [Distance matrix D = [ddii,j,j]]

ddii,j,j is the minimum number of links that are is the minimum number of links that are 
necessary to go from node i to node j necessary to go from node i to node j 
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Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Distance matrix D = [Distance matrix D = [ddii,j,j]]

To define the centrality of a node, we sum the To define the centrality of a node, we sum the 
distances from that node to all other nodesdistances from that node to all other nodes

–– Instead of       we use a large number, K, called the Instead of       we use a large number, K, called the 
conversion constantconversion constant

–– Result is called the Result is called the converted distance matrixconverted distance matrix

∞,
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– In an n node hypertext, can let K = nIn an n node hypertext, can let K = n
–– Converted distance matrixConverted distance matrix
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Converted distance matrixConverted distance matrix

Nodes with small row sums have the first two Nodes with small row sums have the first two 
properties of being a root (a central node)properties of being a root (a central node)

–– Row sum of node i = Row sum of node i = Converted Out Distance Converted Out Distance for for 
node inode i
== CODCODii = = di jj ,∑
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Converted distance matrixConverted distance matrix

Define the Define the relative out centrality relative out centrality for node ifor node i
((ROCROCii) ) as CD/as CD/CODCODii, where CD, the , where CD, the converted converted 
distance distance of the hypertext is defined byof the hypertext is defined by

–– When When CODCODii is small,is small, ROCROCii is largeis large
–– This measure allows for meaningful comparisons of This measure allows for meaningful comparisons of 

node centrality for different hypertextsnode centrality for different hypertexts

For previous example, CD = 232For previous example, CD = 232

di jji ,∑∑
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Index nodeIndex node

Node that can be used as an index or guide to Node that can be used as an index or guide to 
many other nodesmany other nodes
As in a book, an index node is not a good As in a book, an index node is not a good 
starting point for the readerstarting point for the reader

–– Not a good root (central) nodeNot a good root (central) node
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis
Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Index nodeIndex node

Points to many other nodesPoints to many other nodes
–– Has high ROC valueHas high ROC value
–– But has many childrenBut has many children

DefinitionDefinition
–– Let Let µµ be the mean of thebe the mean of the outdegreesoutdegrees of the nodes of of the nodes of 

the hypertextthe hypertext
–– Let Let σσ be the standard deviation of thebe the standard deviation of the outdegreesoutdegrees of of 

the nodes of the hypertextthe nodes of the hypertext
–– Let Let ττ be a threshold value, typically given by 3be a threshold value, typically given by 3σσ
–– An index node is a node whoseAn index node is a node whose outdegreeoutdegree > > µµ + + ττ
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Index nodeIndex node

For the previous exampleFor the previous example
µµ = (0 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1) / 7 = 8/7 = 1.14= (0 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1) / 7 = 8/7 = 1.14

σ µ= - = -
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Index nodesIndex nodes

So So µµ + + ττ = 4.11= 4.11
–– No index nodes, though b and e are closest to being No index nodes, though b and e are closest to being 

themthem
–– Nodes b and e are good rootsNodes b and e are good roots
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– After root is found, find hierarchical and After root is found, find hierarchical and 

crosscross--reference linksreference links
BreadthBreadth--first spanning treefirst spanning tree
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
Maybe some links are missingMaybe some links are missing

–– 2 roots2 roots
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis
Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Reference nodeReference node

Inverse of index nodeInverse of index node
–– Many other nodes point to itMany other nodes point to it

DefinitionDefinition
–– Let Let µµ** (= µ)(= µ) be the mean of thebe the mean of the indegreesindegrees of the of the 

nodes of the hypertextnodes of the hypertext
–– Let Let σσ* be the standard deviation of the* be the standard deviation of the indegreesindegrees of of 

the nodes of the hypertextthe nodes of the hypertext
–– Let Let ττ be a threshold value, typically given by 3be a threshold value, typically given by 3σσ**
–– A reference node is a node whose A reference node is a node whose indegreeindegree > > µµ*+*+ττ**
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Reference nodeReference node

Reference nodes have high values of Reference nodes have high values of Relative Relative 
In Centrality,In Centrality, RICRICii = CD/= CD/CIDCIDii, where, where CIDCIDii, the , the 
Converted In Distance Converted In Distance for node i = column for node i = column 
sum of node i = sum of node i = Σ j j id ,
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Reference nodeReference node

For the previous exampleFor the previous example
µµ** = (3 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 1) / 7 = 8/7 = 1.14= (3 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 1) / 7 = 8/7 = 1.14

σ ∗ µ ∗= - = -

=
+ + + + + +

-

= -

=
=

in in in2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
23 0 2 1 0 1 1

7
114

2 29 1 30

0 99
0 99

( )
.

. .

.
.
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Identifying hierarchiesIdentifying hierarchies
–– Reference nodeReference node

So So µµ** + + ττ** = 4.11= 4.11
–– No reference nodes, though a and c are closest to No reference nodes, though a and c are closest to 

being thembeing them
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

High compactness means that each node can High compactness means that each node can 
easily reach any other node in the hypertexteasily reach any other node in the hypertext

–– Might be intendedMight be intended
–– Might indicate a poorly structured hypertext that can Might indicate a poorly structured hypertext that can 

lead to disorientationlead to disorientation
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

Low compactness may indicate an insufficient Low compactness may indicate an insufficient 
number of links and that parts of the hypertext number of links and that parts of the hypertext 
are disconnectedare disconnected

Cp
Max C
Max Min

i j i j=
-
-
Σ Σ ,
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

Max is the maximum value that the total Max is the maximum value that the total 
converted distance can beconverted distance can be

–– Max = (NMax = (N22 -- N) K in a hypertext of N nodesN) K in a hypertext of N nodes

Min is the minimum value that the total Min is the minimum value that the total 
converted distance can beconverted distance can be

–– Min = (NMin = (N22 -- N) in a hypertext of N nodesN) in a hypertext of N nodes
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

CCijij is the converted distance between nodes i is the converted distance between nodes i 
and jand j
When hypertext is fully connected,When hypertext is fully connected, CpCp = 1= 1
When hypertext is completely disconnected,When hypertext is completely disconnected, CpCp
= 0= 0
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

aa

bb

ccddee

ff

a b c d e f COD
a
b
c
d
e
f
CID

0 1 1 6 6 6 20
1 0 1 6 6 6 20
1 1 0 6 6 6 20
6 6 6 0 6 6 30
6 6 6 6 0 6 30
6 6 6 6 6 0 30
20 20 20 30 30 30 150

CpCp = 0.2= 0.2
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– CompactnessCompactness

aa
bb

cc
dd

ee

ff

90151515151515CID
15054321f
15105432e
15210543d
15321054c
15432105b
15543210a

CODfedcba

CpCp = 0.6= 0.6
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– StratumStratum

Captures the linear ordering of the hypertextCaptures the linear ordering of the hypertext
–– Linear hypertext has stratum = 1Linear hypertext has stratum = 1

Can start in only one placeCan start in only one place
–– If one can start anywhere and read everything, If one can start anywhere and read everything, 

stratum = 0stratum = 0

StatusStatus of a nodeof a node
–– Sum of finite values on corresponding row of Sum of finite values on corresponding row of 

distance matrixdistance matrix
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– StratumStratum

ContrastatusContrastatus of a nodeof a node
–– Sum of finite values on corresponding column of Sum of finite values on corresponding column of 

distance matrixdistance matrix

Prestige Prestige of a nodeof a node
–– status(node) status(node) -- contrastatuscontrastatus(node)(node)
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis
Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– StratumStratum

Total prestige of a hypertext is always 0Total prestige of a hypertext is always 0
–– Total status of the nodes = totalTotal status of the nodes = total contrastatuscontrastatus of the of the 

nodesnodes

Absolute prestigeAbsolute prestige of a hypertext is sum of of a hypertext is sum of 
absolute values of prestige for each nodeabsolute values of prestige for each node
Linear absolute prestige (LAP) Linear absolute prestige (LAP) of a of a 
hypertext with N nodes is the absolute prestige hypertext with N nodes is the absolute prestige 
of a linear hypertext with N nodesof a linear hypertext with N nodes
StratumStratum of a hypertext is the absolute of a hypertext is the absolute 
prestige of the hypertext divided by LAPprestige of the hypertext divided by LAP
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– StratumStratum

aa bb cc dd

166310usContrastat
600d
2110c

23210b
663210a

estigePrStatusdcba

−
−
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Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis

Global MetricsGlobal Metrics
–– StratumStratum

aa

bb

cc

dd

06666usContrastat
060321d
061032c
062103b
063210a

estigePrStatusdcba
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

BacktrackingBacktracking
–– In most hypertext systems, links are In most hypertext systems, links are 

unidirectionalunidirectional
–– BackBack buttonbutton
–– ForwardForward buttonbutton
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

Sneak previewSneak preview
–– InIn HypertiesHyperties, a short description of the , a short description of the 

destination node is given when the cursor destination node is given when the cursor 
is moved over the anchoris moved over the anchor
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

Highlighting linksHighlighting links
–– Links pointing to ‘old’ versus ‘new’ nodesLinks pointing to ‘old’ versus ‘new’ nodes

Unique anchorsUnique anchors
–– Same anchor text must point to same nodeSame anchor text must point to same node

Bread crumbsBread crumbs
–– Bread crumb trailBread crumb trail
–– Recognize nodes which were previously Recognize nodes which were previously 

visitedvisited
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

History listHistory list
–– List of previously visited nodesList of previously visited nodes
–– Can directly jump to themCan directly jump to them

BookmarksBookmarks
–– Place bookmark on a nodePlace bookmark on a node
–– Can jump directly thereCan jump directly there
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

BirdsBirds--eye viewseye views
–– Overview of hypertextOverview of hypertext
–– One approach is to view the hypertext as a One approach is to view the hypertext as a 

tree or forest with crosstree or forest with cross--reference links as reference links as 
exceptionsexceptions

Won’t fit on screenWon’t fit on screen
Scrolling windowScrolling window
Zoom in and outZoom in and out
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

FishFish--eye viewseye views
–– Planar graph which shows the structure Planar graph which shows the structure 

around the current node in detail, and around the current node in detail, and 
which shows less and less detail as the which shows less and less detail as the 
distance from the current node gets largerdistance from the current node gets larger

–– Difficulty in deciding which details to leave Difficulty in deciding which details to leave 
outout

Guided toursGuided tours
–– HyperlinkHyperlink
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Navigation AidsNavigation Aids

Interest determination based on user Interest determination based on user 
navigation historynavigation history


